
 Create a wedding of 
wonder with these 

big-day backdrops and 
top-notch table settings!

& BACKDROPS



For this elegant and effortless table 
setting, cut your placemats and charger 
embellishments from a kraft paper roll 
(Art Supplies) and stencil on designs 
with a chalk pen. And for a bit of floral 
flair, finish with a mini arrangement—
greens, bloom and twine.

Set In Tone
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Adhere floral foam disc to wood 
slice, insert steel ring into foam 

(securing with hot glue), and 
arrange sprays and blossoms.

Find this gold mercury 
glass votive in our Wedding 

Department and other 
candleholders in Home Decor.

Gather lavender, lamb’s ear and 
white anemone picks and tie 

stems together with natural twine.
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Can’t decide between silver or 
gold? Then don’t! This fun and 
flashy gift table proves you can go 
for gold and have a silver lining all 
at once. The goblet- and cylinder-
shaped candleholders come 
readymade with rhinestones—just 
add diamond filler and 
an LED candle.

Enliven clear candleholders 
with confetti-esque 

diamond filler.

Wrap box in silver ribbon and top 
with metal “gifts” decor. Then add 

eucalyptus, wedding garland, 
ranunculus and rose. 

Set Apart



Tip: Using hot glue, seal openings 
along terrarium’s edges to prevent 

ceremony sand from leaking.

Clip succulent, loop gold leaf 
garland around pick, and wrap 

around napkin. 

Set the scene in green, starting with a moss mat table runner. Then arrange succulent picks, votives and 
glassware throughout for foresty fullness. And don’t forget the best part: gold geometric 

terrariums—more succulent picks over layers of ceremony sand.

Green & Sheen
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Want your wedding altar to amaze? Create an archway of 
luminous paper lanterns that’s sure to attract attention. 
Lucky for you, these lanterns come in sets of three—small, 
medium and large. Secure them with jute and hang them 
alongside leafy branches for a little color.

Lovely Lanterns



Whether you’re having a 
destination wedding or just want 
it to feel like you are, a tropical 
aesthetic can be achieved by 
incorporating vibrant details, like 
exotic floral embellishments. Try 
adding orchids to your napkin 
rings and including monstera 
leaves for a Hawaiian vibe.

Tropical Tabletop

We placed orchids, protea and 
plumeria stems, a ranunculus 
bloom, monstera leaves and a 
cursive number pick all in this 

wooden wedding box.

The natural look of 
this wooden charger 

will complement your 
tropical florals.

Go for gold—and green—
by backing this botanical 

wedding stationery 
with gold foil 

scrapbook paper.
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Combine pretty pinks and gorgeous golds for a sweet and shiny wedding shower aesthetic you’ll never forget. 
Simply decorate with your paper plates and napkins, all of which can be found in our Floral & Wedding Department.

Paper Perfect

Be golden with this glittery, 
heart-shaped cupcake pick 
and foil baking cup combo. 

Tasty treats will look extra sweet on 
this pink paper plate with 

gold foil dots. 

Brighten things up 
with this light-pink 

candleholder.
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Looking to keep your table 
settings traditional? Arrange 
a floral focal piece like ours—
heavy on the greens with a 
few pale-colored blooms. 
Pair it with a lace runner and 
gold-accented tableware 
(votives and fluted glasses) for 
eye-catching elegance. 

Floral Focus
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Craft custom table markers out 
of cardstock (Paper Crafts) or 
find ones like this here in the 

Wedding Department.

Search in store and online 
for mercury glass decor, 
like this candleholder.

 



After tying the knot, cut the cake in 
front of a backdrop that’s a big blast of 
beauty. Think fun, flashy and flowery! 
Before hanging your paper fans (which 
can be cut smaller if desired), form a 
few tiny floral arrangements and adhere 
throughout. Psst… We used ranunculus 
picks, freesia sprays and roses.

Make archways, pillars or other dazzling 
designs out of balloons for a wedding 
reception that’s poppin’. How to easily 
construct these classy creations? Use 
a balloon strip (from the Cards & Party 
Dept.) to secure your balloons and 
shape a pattern.

Fan Out

Bold Balloons

For a white-washed look, apply a mixture 
of water and acrylic paint to your wooden 

“Mr & Mrs” banner (Wedding Department). 

Tip: Fill gaps with 
smaller balloons 
secured with curl-

ing ribbon.
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.


